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Introduction
Mission Planning and Sequencing (MPS) maintains a system called the Automated Sequence Processor
(ASP) which is responsible for checking non‐interactive commands and preparing them for radiation to
spacecraft. In order to streamline the process and increase maintainability MPS is looking to use a third
party workflow engine to control the ASP. In addition to increasing productivity, another driver for the
workflow paradigm is the new way that the software is going to represent the spacecraft state. The
spacecraft state is going to be represented by a timeline data structure.
Background
The Mission Planning and Sequencing (MPS) element of the Multi‐Missions Ground System and Services
(MGSS) provides space missions with software that meets the demands of multiple missions. The
requirements on this software set are to be able to plan spacecraft activities, sequence commands to
the spacecraft, package the commands and execute these products on the spacecraft. MPS is looking to
improve their multi‐mission software to meet the demands of current and future missions in ways that
are more cost effective and at the same time reduce the risk to the spacecraft.
One of the ways MPS is working on this task is with SEQ revitalization. SEQ revitalization includes many
improvements to the current process; however the work this summer was for the ASP and timeline
portion of the revitalization. The timeline data structure is a new paradigm for how to plan and store
spacecraft operations. The current ASP uses files to represent commands which a spacecraft operations
team member then pushes through multiple scripts to check the commands to ensure that they are Non
Interactive Commands (NIC), constraint checks them, and then translate them into the binary
representation that the spacecraft is expecting. The timeline would transform this activity into a central
database where all data related to spacecraft operations are stored. This new paradigm would provide
an intuitive way to represent operations with items such as a power graph that could show the power
load on the spacecraft among other readouts. The operator then would generate a file to upload into
the timeline and then would run different services that the timeline provides to convert the command
for the spacecraft. This new way for dealing with commands will require a new way of thinking about
the ASP.
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MPS hopes to increase productivity by using a workflow engine to automate ASP processes. A workflow
is a business process that describes a repeatable task that can be of varying complexity. Workflow
engines are software that can design, create and orchestrate workflows. The engines often use a
standard way to represent the workflows such as the Business Process Execution Language (BPEL).
Objectives
The ASP is currently a collection of a hundred or more scripts, written in various languages. These scripts
provide all of the function that is required to take a command from genesis, to be ready to transmit to
the spacecraft. This method is difficult to maintain, and does not make sense with the new timeline
service paradigm. The task this summer was to investigate the possibility of using a third party workflow
engine to replace the ASP, and control calls to the timeline service. To accomplish this task, there was a
procedure to follow. First, requirements on the workflow engine must be created. This criteria would
ensure that the engine would be suitable for JPL and as well as replicating the current functionality of
the ASP. After the criteria were determined, then the engines in question would be graded against the
requirements, and the best engine would be selected. Finally, a prototype workflow would be designed,
implemented and tested.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Identify criteria used to determine trades on workflow engines
Select a workflow engine based on criteria
Create a prototype workflow of the ASP process using software stubs
Make the prototype extensible in order to communicate with the SEQ Revitalization Timeline
database

Approach
The approach to this task follows the objectives list. The first step has been to define the requirements
on the workflow engine. Some requirements were already posed such as the engine must be able to
have process authoring by graphical tools. Process authoring is how the workflow is created either in the
BPEL language (much like XML), or using graphical tools. The graphical tooling is one of the most
important requirements in creating the workflow and allows the user to define the process using a
series of blocks and arrows, which is a very intuitive way to represent the process. Another requirement
was that the engine must have a plugin for Eclipse. A native plugin is preferable as it would integrate the
best with all of the features of the engine, however because the processes are defined using standard
languages there are many plugins that will work to modify the process flow.
In addition to the tooling requirements, there are two interface requirements. The first is that the
workflow engine should have a web interface or console. This requirement would allow for a user to use
their browser to initiate the web service and be able to control processes. While JPL could create a
custom web service to handle this requirement, having one that comes with the engine would free
developers to work on the ASP workflow instead of spending time on the front end web service.
Furthermore, the engine should have a Representational State Transfer (ReST) interface to the
processes. Having a ReST interface would allow for custom software to control the flow of the process. A
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ReST interface feature would also let one process to control another process through the ReST
Application Programming Interface (API). One example is that it could be used for queuing.
The final group of requirements on the engine was the set of requirements for the community. The
current ASP has been used for about fifteen years and in general, software at JPL must be able to last a
long time. This need leads to an open source options. Open source projects are supported by the
community that first created them, and so as long as there is a community, the software remains viable.
. Having an open source community can typically last longer than many businesses last or longer than a
business will support a particular piece of software. However, open source software is only as strong as
the community backing it which leads into the next requirement; there must be strong community
support and documentation for the workflow engine.
Once the requirements on the engine were defined, several engines were judged against them.
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Table 1: Comparison table for workflow engines investigated.
Notes:
jBPM came with everything that was needed to get started.
Activity had dependency conflicts with Eclipse Indigo.
Apache ODE did not come with its own server but runs on a tomcat server.
JFlower only had a sourceforge download page.
Pegasus only ran on unix based systems.
From table 1 there are three engines that meet the specified criteria: jBPM, Activity and Apache ODE.
From those, jBPM was chosen, however all would make excellent choices. Activity was not chosen
because currently there is a dependency conflict while trying to install it in Eclipse Indigo. This
dependency will likely be fixed in the future, but as of the time of this report it would not install. Apache
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me with a serrver packagedd with it. It is designed to be run on a
ODE, on the other hand, did not com
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Tomcat se
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m
with a major versioon of jBPM off 5. There is documentatio
on for
engine is made by Red Hat, and is mature
ers. The instaaller package comes with eeverything that is
users and developers, along with a forum for use
t begin deve
eloping, includ
ding a JBoss server
s
and a pplugin for Ecliipse [Fig. 1]. jjBPM out of tthe
required to
box runs on
o a JBoss server and can also be configgured to run on a Tomcat server. It may also be posssible
to run jBP
PM on a Glasssfish server bu
ut that is less documentedd. Developingg a process in jBPM is very
customizaable. It is posssible to create
e a custom taask and deplooy it on to thee server. Such
h a task is
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nted in Java, so
s everythingg that Java can
n do is a posssibility.

Figure 1: The jBPM proccess authorin g plugin for eeclipse.
Once the third party workflow
w
engine was chose
en, a sample pprocess was ccreated to deemonstrate keey
functionality and as a proof
p
of conccept to show that
t
the enginne met all req
quirements fo
or the new ASSP
paradigm.
To make a sample worrkflow first a few
f example projects wer e created to eexperiment w
with the proceess,
eclipse plugin and the server interfaace. Next a cu
ustom task w as created th
hat could hand
dle ReST interface
calls. This task was testted inside of eclipse to verrify functionaality. To test tthe task, a weebserver hostted on
Glassfish was
w running on
o localhost. After the task was verifiedd, a process tthat represen
nted the workkflow
of the currrent ASP wass created [Fig. 2]. This proccess ran undeer eclipse, and
d was then deeployed to th
he
server. Th
he workflow was
w tested an
nd found to be successful oon the serverr.
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Figgure 2: Workfflow for the A
ASP process.
Results
The findin
ngs of this pro
oject indicate that the use of a workflow
w engine cou
uld increase productivity an
nd
maintainaability for the ASP. The limitations of the current ASPP hinder proggress. Using a workflow en
ngine,
the proce
ess can be refiined to a simp
ple, yet fully capable
c
statee. This new workflow woulld integrate eeasily
into the tiimeline parad
digm, and wo
ould decrease errors due too bugs in the code.
Some con
ncerns were raised about the
t ability of operators
o
to modify the co
ode quickly during runtime to
fix problems encounte
ered when tryying to processs commandss. This ability iis available in
n the current ASP.
i a collection
n of scripts, it is easy to loook at an individual script and change so
ome
Since the current ASP is
functionality quickly. This
T capabilityy might be necessary durinng the early sttages of the w
workflow testting
dea of the dessign is that is can be constrructed carefuully to minimize bugs and kkeep the proccess
but the id
running. There
T
are also
o ways to mittigate errors during
d
runtim
me with error handling branches and sub‐
processess in the flow. Through
T
thesse methods itt is possible too have a workkflow that is eeasy to mainttain
and can handle
h
all of th
he processingg for current and
a future m
missions.

Discussion
All the too
ols functioned
d as advertise
ed while testiing jBPM. Thee user guide d
does a complete walkthrough
of creating a simple process, and haas examples of
o creating cuustom (domaiin specific) tasks. The guide
also includ
des instructio
ons for using Guvnor, JBoss’ revision coontrol softwarre. Guvnor caan be used to
deploy processes to th
he server, as well
w as track revisions.
r
It was fou
und that some
e additional jaars created co
onflicts whenn using them in processes tthat were
deployed to the serverr. The problem
m was likely a conflict withh existing classses that were duplicated in
nal jars (the Jersey API jarss). This conflicct resulted in the web con
nsole failing to
o load. To deb
bug
the extern
such a pro
oblem, JBoss records log data
d
for the se
ervers.
Another isssue was thatt it was uncle
ear at first was how to depploy custom w
work item han
ndlers to the
server. Th
hese handlerss were part off the domain specific taskss, and were necessary for tthe sample
process crreated. The jB
BPM forums are
a an excelle
ent source of information and there aree many postss
giving guides for workiing with jBPM
M and JBoss.
One thingg that would have
h
really he
elped in developing the prrocess would be to read bo
oth the jBPM user
guide and
d the JBoss usser guide. The
e jBPM guide does not covver all of the n
necessary info
ormation to gget
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started using the JBoss server and console. Most of the examples in the jBPM guide are geared towards
working inside of Eclipse.
Conclusion
After an analysis of workflow engines and creating a sample process in jBPM it has been shown that the
use of workflow engines could benefit the current ASP process and could be extended to support the
Timeline Service and future versions of the ASP. While jBPM was used for the creation of the sample
process, Apache ODE may be an excellent choice for deploying on existing servers. Activity is also a good
option if the use of Eclipse Indigo is not necessary. The makers of Activity will also probably update their
plugin for use with Indigo in the future.
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